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ABSTRACT
In oil exploration and exploitation, there are different forms of contractual arrangements
between the host country/government and the exploration companies and one of which is the
Production Sharing Contracts. This form of contract enables both parties, which is the oilproducing country and the oil company, to share the risks and rewards of oil exploration and
exploitation activities. In Nigeria, Production Sharing Contracts was firstly regulated under the
Deep Offshore and Inland Basin Production Sharing Contracts Act of 1999 before amendments
was made to the legislation in 2019. The amendments were aimed at improving the revenue
position of the Nigeria government and streamline some of the lacunas observed in the 1999
Act. Undoubtedly, the proposed amendment further explicitly affects the fiscal nature of the
PSC agreements between the IOCs and the Nigerian National Petroleum Corporation (NNPC),
creating new obligations and royalty regimes. It is based on this premise that the objective of
this paper is set. Therefore, the paper seeks to evaluate the nature and effect of the amendments
introduced in the PSC Amendment Act of 2019 while highlighting some of the challenges and
problems posed by the PSC Amendment Act regarding the revenue ability of the Nigerian
government. The paper will also highlight some of the possible impacts on PSCs in particular
and on the Nigerian oil sector in conjunction with the whole economy.
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INTRODUCTION

In the oil and natural resources exploration and exploitation, there are different forms of
contractual arrangements between the host country/government and the exploration companies.
One such arrangement that has become quite popular over the last two decades is the
employment of Production Sharing Contracts to share the risks and rewards of the oil
exploration and exploitation activities between the parties. It can be said that a Production
sharing contract (PSC) is a means of any agreement or arrangements made between an oilproducing country or its national oil company and any petroleum exploration and production
company for exploration and production of oil in the Deep Offshore and Inland Basins i. Itis a
distinct petroleum arrangement that has been adopted by many developing countries in the
exploration and production of their petroleum resources as it guarantees the sovereign right of
the state over these resources and meets their economic desires by providing capital and
technology for their productionii. Various oil-producing countries have embraced it as a
contract to explore and develop their gas and petrol resources, in particular the developing
countries. In this arrangement, in the development of its petroleum resources, the government
assumes minimal to no risk.

Nigeria adopted it for the exploration and development of the offshore and inland basin in the
early 1990siii.In Nigeria, the government enacted the Deep Offshore and Inland Basin
Production Sharing Contracts Act of 1999iv which gave legislative backing to the fiscal terms
granted by the Government to certain PSC models. Later in 2019, the Act was amended with
the enactment of the Deep Offshore and Inland Basin Production Sharing Contracts Act
(Amendment) Act 2019vwhich was to review the nature of the PSC arrangements in Nigeria
and to increase the revenue mobilization powers of the Nigerian government through the
royalties’ rates.

It is expected that, with the introduction of the new fiscal regime, Nigeria will make an
estimated $1.5 billion from the revenue produced by the International Oil Companies (IOCs)
operating in Nigeria by the new Deep Offshore and Inland Basin Production Sharing Contracts
Act (Amendment) Act of 2019vi. The proposed amendment explicitly affects the fiscal nature
of the PSC agreements between the IOCs and the national oil company of Nigeria – the
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Nigerian National Petroleum Corporation (NNPC).The goal of this paper therefore is to
emphasize the challenges and problems posed by the PSC Amendment Act regarding the
revenue ability of the Nigerian government. The paper will also highlight some of the possible
impacts on PSCs in particular and on the Nigerian oil sector in conjunction with the whole
economy.

2.0

NATURE

OF

PRODUCTION

SHARING

CONTRACTS

IN

NIGERIA

2.1

CONCEPT OF PRODUCTION SHARING CONTRACTS

A PSC is one of the most common types of fiscal systems implemented by oil-producing
countries. It has its origins in Indonesia in 1960vii, and its main characteristic is that the
ownership of the produced oil remains with the government, which rewards the companies
with cost and investments recovery and a share of the profit oil. The PSC framework
encompasses different fiscal system designs: from a fixed rate to several kinds of sliding scale
methods to share the profit oil by imposing diverse percentage limits and depreciation schedule
for the cost recoveryviii.

According to various experts, the PSC arrangement provided a ready solution for both
government and the operatorsix. While government no longer needs to meet its periodic cash
call obligations to Joint Venture programmes, the operators on the other hand readily embraced
the varying degree of fiscal incentives and convenient work programs offered by the PSC
legislationx.PSC is a contract where the State, as the owner of mineral resources, engages an
International Oil Company (IOC) as a contractor to provide technical and financial services for
exploration and development operationsxi. The State is traditionally represented by the
government or one of its agencies such as the National Oil Companyxii. The IOC acquires an
entitlement to a stipulated share of the oil produced as a reward for the risk taken and services
rendered. The State, however, remains the owner of the petroleum-produced subject, with only
to the contractor's entitlement to its share of production. The Nigerian government, through the
NNPC, usually has the option to participate in different aspects of the exploration and
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development process. Also, PSCs frequently provided for the establishment of a joint
committee where both parties are represented and which monitors the operationsxiii.

Although PSCs are the most common type of petroleum contracts particularly in developing
countries, there is no universal model of this contractxiv. Duval et alxvobserved that PSC has
retained the following basic features:

The International Oil Company (IOC) is appointed by the Host
Country (HC), directly or through its national oil company
(NOC), as the exclusive “contractor” (and not as a
concessionaire) to undertake petroleum operations in certain
area during specified time periods; The IOC operates at its sole
risk, its own expense, and under the control of the HC; If
petroleum is produced, it belongs to the HC, with the exception
of a share of production that can be taken in kind by the IOC for
cost recovery and for profit sharing; The IOC is entitled to
recover its eligible cost under the PSC from a portion of the
production from the area subject to the contract; After cost
recovery, the balance of the production is shared, based on a
predetermined percentage split between the HC and the IOC;
The net income of the IOC is taxable, unless the PSC provides
otherwise; The title to the equipment and installations purchased
by the contractor pass to the HC either immediately or overtime,
in accordance with the cost recovery schedulesxvi.

Royalty constitutes an immediate cash flow to the government if it has to be paid in cash. If it
is an in-kind payment it provides a cost-free source of crude oil for the domestic market or
export. In the case of cash payment, it is crucial how the value of output is determinedxvii.
Assume the PSC stipulates a posted price. If on delivery the posted price is higher than the spot
(or market) price this is an advantage for the government. On the other hand, a posted price
below the spot price benefits the foreign firm. Either way, royalty is guaranteed minimum
revenue flow from the IOC to the government regardless of the profitability of the project. This
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implies that the lower the profitability the higher is the adverse impact of the royalty on the
IOC. If the royalty payment is deductible from income tax liabilities, the government's overall
revenue will be reduced. Hence, according to George Etomi et alxviii, the government would
better off if it treated royalties as expenses.

PSCs are distinguished from other types of contracts in two ways. First, the IOC carries the
entire exploration risk. If no oil is found the company receives no compensationxix. Second, the
government owns both the resource and the installationsxx. In its most basic form, a PSC has
four main propertiesxxi. The IOC pays a royalty on gross production to the government. After
the royalty is deducted, the IOC is entitled to a pre-specified share of production for cost
recovery. The remainder of the production, so-called “profit oil”, is then shared between the
government and IOC at a stipulated share. The contractor then has to pay income tax on its
share of profit oil.xxii

Because of the foregoing, the essence of PSC is that the Host Government, through its
representative agency, engages a competent contractor to carry out petroleum operations on the
Host Government’s wholly held acreage. The contractor undertakes the initial exploration and
production risks and recovers his costs if and when oil is discovered and extracted.

Under the Nigerian PSC, the contractor has a right to only that fraction of the crude oil allocated
to him under the cost of oil (oil to recoup production cost) and equity oil (oil to guarantee a
return on investment)xxiii. The contractor can also dispose of the tax oil (oil to defray tax and
royalty obligations) subject to NNPC’s approval. The balance of the oil, if any (after cost,
equity and tax), is shared between the parties (profit oil)xxiv.Accordingly, the PSC ultimately
divides the oil production between the host government and the oil company (contractor), after
allowing the contractor to recover some or all of its past costs. The PSC has flexibility, through
the cost recovery, production share and tax elements. Once the allocation of royalty oil, cost
oil and tax oil has been made, the remaining oil is shared between the NNPC and the IOC
following a previously agreed profit split based on cumulative levels of production. This is
known as a production-based sliding scale model and is mainly utilised in the 1993 and 2000
model PSCs. At lower levels of production, the profit-sharing rates favour the IOC which shifts
in the NNPC’s favour as production increases. The 2005 model PSC on the other hand uses an
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R-factor sliding scale. The R-factor is calculated by dividing total contractor receipts over total
contractor expenditures. A significant difference between both profit-sharing models is that the
former does not affect NNPC’s profit share when oil price increases, while NNPC’s profit share
rises with oil price increases in the R factor model. However, the Deep Offshore and Inland
Basin Production Sharing Contracts Act of 1999xxv, provided for an adjustment to PSC terms
on profit sharing where the price of oil exceeds $20 per barrel in real terms to ensure that any
additional revenue becomes economically beneficial to the federal government. This section
has been repealed by the Deep Offshore and Inland Basin Production Sharing Contracts Act
(Amendment) Act of 2019xxvi.

2.2

LEGAL FRAMEWORK FOR PRODUCTION SHARING CONTRACTS IN

NIGERIA

Before 1993, the predominant contract model for exploration, development and production of
Nigerian oil resources was the JOA (Joint Venture Arrangement), under which the Government
of Nigeria, acting through NNPC, had to contribute substantial counterpart funding (cash calls)
to meet equity participation in the joint ventures (JV), in which the government invariably had
majority sharesxxvii.

The consistent inability of the Nigerian government to adequately meet its obligations under
the JV arrangements led it to explore other modes of developing the nation's vast oil
resourcesxxviii. Prior to 1999, there was no specific legislation/enactment, which dealt with the
Nigerian PSC arrangementxxix. All that existed were agreements between NNPC and under
listed contracting companies’ regulations, pronouncements and official statements, which went
to reinforce the applicability of the PSC arrangement. This state of affairs provided the
operators with problems, which were legal enforceability and difficulty in securing financing
based on mere agreements that were not backed by law. The Deep Offshore and Inland Basin
Production Sharing Contracts Decree No. 9 of 1999xxx finally came about after persistent
pressure by affected operators, demanding a formal law to give legislative backing to fiscal
incentives, as guaranteed by the government under the PSC arrangement xxxi. Section 19 of the
Act backdated the commencement date of the Act to the 1st of January 1993 to make it
applicable to the 1993 PSCs executed before 1999.
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The Act only provided for fiscal incentives to oil companies operating the Deep Offshore and
Inland Basin areasxxxii. It applies to all PSCs executed for the exploration and production of oil
in the deep offshore and inland basins. It fixed the duration of the oil prospecting licence
operating under the PSC arrangement between 5 and 10 years xxxiii. It amended the Petroleum
Profit Tax Actxxxiv (PPTA) with respected to the determination of petroleum profit tax payable
under a PSC and stipulated a 50% flat rate of chargeable profits as the petroleum profits tax
payable under a PSCxxxv. However, it did not exempt the contractors from the payment of other
taxes, duties or levies imposed by the Federal, State, Local Government or Area Council
Authorityxxxvi. It granted an investment tax credit of 50% to NNPC or the holder and the
contractor who has incurred capital expenditure entirely and exclusively on petroleum
operation in the production sharing contracts executed before 1st July 1998xxxvii. Similarly, it
provided that parties to any PSC would be granted Investment Tax Allowance of 50% on their
expenditurexxxviii. It also provided for the payment of royalty at a graduated ratexxxix in the deep
offshore area while that of the Inland Basin was fixed at 10%xl. The rate as provided under
section 5(1) of the Act were as follows:

Area

Rate

(a)

In areas from 201 to 500 metres water depth

12 per cent

(b)

From 501 to 800 metres water depth

8 per cent

(c)

From 801 to 1000 metres water depth

4 per cent

(d)

In areas in excess of 1000 metres depth

0 per cent

The Act further provided that the computation and payment of the petroleum profit tax must
be in US Dollarsxli. The Act provided that royalty oilxlii shall be allocated to the NNPCxliii while
Cost oil shall be allocated to the Contractorxliv. The Act also provided for the allocation of Tax
oilxlv and Profit Oilxlvi. While Tax Oil is allocated to NNPC, Profit Oil would be allocated based
on the terms of the PSC.

According to Ogunleye, the negative aspect of the Act was that it had removed the flexibility
that is usually associated with PSC and has effectively tied the hands of government by
specifying the rate of taxes and royalty without stipulating a convenient way to review these
provisions without having to amend the Act through the legislative processxlvii. There was no
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doubt that section 17 of the Act provided for a periodic review of the Act, which would be after
a period of 10 years from the date of the commencement and every 5 years immediately
thereafter. It however did not prescribe how it should be done whether by a regulation or by
order. The absence of a mode of review has created ambiguity and a lacuna in the Act.
Previously, under the original 1999 PSC Actxlviii, the National Petroleum Investment
Management Services was the sole agency in charge of the management of all PSCs and JVs
under the lawxlix. Nonetheless, this position of affairs has been an amendment in the
consolidated Act of 2004l. Thus, the day-to-day monitoring of the implementation of these
obligations is presently overseen by National Petroleum Investment Management Services
(NAPIMS) on behalf of NNPCli.

The Amendment Act introduced a combined production and price-based royalty system to
replace the existing production-based royalty system, which varies according to areas of
operationslii. Under the old Act, Royalties were calculated based on the water depth of the field.
This ranged from 12% to 0%. The amendment eliminated the 0% rate. Royalties would now
be calculated on a field basis, dependent on the chargeable volume of the crude and condensates
produced per field. The new royalty regime specifies a baseline royalty of 10% for crude oil
and condensates produced in the deep offshore (greater than 200-meter water depth) and 7.5%
for the Frontier and Inland Basinliii. In addition to the baseline royalty, a royalty based on the
applicable price of crude oil, condensate and natural gas will apply, but only when the price
exceeds $20 per barrel 1. The graduated royalty rates are shown below:

Crude Oil Price

Rate

from $0 up to $20 per barrel

0%

above $20 and up to US $60

2.5%

above $60 and up to US $100

4.0%

above $100 and up to US $150

8.0%

above $150

10.0%

The level of impact the new royalty regime would have on total Government revenue of royalty
oil, tax oil and share of profit oil as well as the total Contractor’s share of profit oil and cost oil
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under existing PSCs will depend on the current royalty rate applicable to the contract area, the
applicable price and the volume of crude oil/condensate produced.

Furthermore, Section 16 of the old Act required a review of the Act after 15 years of
commencement of the Act and every 5 years thereafter but this was never applied. This section
has been deleted by the Amendment Actliv. It should be stated that the section had been a subject
of controversy, even resulting in a consent judgment delivered by the Supreme Court of Nigeria
in the case instituted by the Attorney-Generals of Rivers, Bayelsa and Akwa Ibom States
against the Attorney-General of the Federation, where the issue for determination was the
interpretation of the provisions of Section 16 of the Actlv. It can be seen that several
stakeholders have agitated that the Deep Offshore and Inland Basin Production Sharing
Contracts Act of 1999 should have been amended a long time ago to increase total Government
take under PSC arrangements immediately the global price of crude oil exceeded $20 in real
termslvi. However, the procedures and responsibility for instituting a review of the Act were
not clearly defined, and this might have been responsible for the non-implementation of the
section.

The PSC Amendment Act included a new section 17 which prescribed that all PSCsmust be
reviewed every 8 yearslvii. In effect, the section mandated the Minister of Petroleum Resources
to compel the Nigerian National Petroleum Corporation (NNPC) to call for a review of the
PSCs after the 8-year period. The implication of the PSC Amendment Act in this regard is that
it provided a more specific term for the FGN to vary the terms of the PSCs rather than on the
price fluctuation mechanism in the PSC Act.
The Amendment Act introduced a fine of at least ₦500 million for non-compliance with any
obligation imposed by the provision of the Act, or imprisonment for a period not less than five
years, or both, upon conviction by a competent court of lawlviii. While these penalties will apply
to the Act in general, they seem to have been introduced to compel the Minister of Petroleum
Resources and the NNPC to initiate a review of the PSC every 8 years, as stipulated in Section
4 of the Amendment Act.
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EFFECTIVE

IMPLEMENTATION OF PRODUCTION SHARING CONTRACTS
UNDER THE ACT
Fiscal regimes and their implementation are critical to the overall strength of theresource sector
decision chain. The effectiveness of a fiscal regime will depend on the clarityconcerning its
objectives, the instruments were chosen to meet those objectives andtheir administration,
relative to the economic situation in the countrylix. As noted earlier, PSCs are one of the most
common types of fiscal systems implemented by oil-producing countries and the Nigerian
Government has opted for this form of contractual arrangements to exploit the natural resources
within the territory of Nigeria. Despite the attractiveness of the PSC arrangement, it is not
without some faults. Some of the issues surrounding PSCs can be highlighted as follows:

3.1

Improved Economic Benefit to Nigeria: With the increased royalties which would
accrue to the Federal Government of Nigeria from the activities of the IOCs, the PSC
Amendment Act will ensure that the government has access to improved revenues
which could positively impact the Nigerian economy and shore up earnings. The
government has been deliberating on many ways to improve the revenue to its coffers
as a way to improve its liquidity position, such as the proposed increase in the rate of
Value Added Tax in Nigeria and the introduction of new tax regimes. The PSC
Amendment Act will allow the government to increase its cash collections from the
IOCs. These receipts can then be deployed to other viable sectors of the Nigerian
economy. The President of the African Development Bank, Akinwunmi Adesina, PhD,
recently stated that Nigeria has a liquidity problem and not a debt crisis lx. Thus, the
increased royalties to Nigeria can be seen to be seen as a potential solution to the
illiquidity issues currently plaguing the government. It is pertinent to note that the
increased royalty liability consequent upon the PSC Amendment Act will lead to a
substantial impact on the re-negotiations of some of the first set of Nigerian PSCs which
are nearing the end of their primary tenures. It would most likely be the case, in which
IOCs would capitalize on the increased royalties to oppose the quantum of the increased
share of crude oil production revenue that the federal government may be aiming for.
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In the alternative, they may request a higher cap on cost oil than they were initially
negotiating.

3.2

The Amendment Act and the Stabilisation Clauses in PSCs: Understandably, the
Nigerian government intends to increase its revenue by taking what it believes is its fair
and equitable share of the income derived from the exploitation of its natural resources.
It is customary for PSCs to contain Stabilization Clauses that protect their capital
investment in host countries from the risks associated with a change in the fiscal laws
of a host countrylxi. The degree of stability is important to IOCs as the less stable an
investor perceives a project to be the less interested it is to enter into a long-term
contract. The appropriate law that governs the validity of Stabilization Clauses is
international law since it involves the national law of the host country and
the lexmercatorialxii.

Essentially, Stabilization Clauses strike a balance between the sovereign right of host
countries to impose taxes and modify legislation on the one hand and the legitimate
expectation of IOCs that the host country will not do anything in the exercise of these
sovereign powers to make their contracts with the host country less profitable. By
agreeing to have a Stabilization Clause in a PSC, the host country accepts that the
existing and future laws would affect the contractual terms agreed upon with the IOC
and that there is, therefore, a need to maintain the initial contractual economic
equilibrium agreed by both parties.

Stabilization Clauses further ensure that the operators are compensated for the effect of
any changes in the law or fiscal regime and that they are not adversely affected by such
change.

3.3

Gridlock in Renegotiations of PSCs leading to Arbitration: Oil exploration and
development projects are characterised by large capital investments, long lead times,
incomplete information, and in most cases significant differences in the abilities of the
parties to bear the risks involved in the venture. Thus, contracts are potentially unstable
and one or both signatories may want to renegotiate at some point in time. Furthermore,
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the inherent instability of contracts may result in some projects not being developed
although they are economically attractive in general. The uncertainties over risk and
reward-sharing prevent one or both parties from going ahead with the venture. When a
government or its NOC enters into negotiations with an IOC which it expects to provide
capital, technology and expertise it wants to ensure that it obtains the best possible deal
given the country's specific circumstances. The government, therefore, has to find the
optimal, or efficient, contract form for its country.

With the recent amendments, Many IOCs can expect to invoke the Stabilization Clauses
of their different PSCs by demanding that NNPC consult with them to agree on changes
to the PSCs to return them to the economic roles that they had previously occupied
before the Amendment Act was implemented. The IOCs would possibly start
arbitration proceedings against NNPC in case there is no agreement to review the PSCs.
For instance, recent news reports indicate that Shell Nigeria Exploration and Production
Company Limited are opposing Nigeria’s demand for a total of US$13.65Billion, and
it intends to commence arbitration proceedings in respect of the issue lxiii. The crux of
the dispute is that the FGN is unilaterally making adjustments in the PSC in respect of
the Oil Mining Lease 118.

3.4

Increased costs to the IOCs: The royalty structure proposed under the PSC
Amendment Act will no doubt result in increased cost of business to the IOCs under
the PSC arrangementlxiv. Because under the PSC framework, the IOCs will still be liable
to pay signature bonuses to the FGN upon the execution of the PSCs well as other
relevant taxes applicable. Thus, the increased royalty structure could impact the cost to
the IOCs’ bottom line.

3.5

Lack of Clarity on Procedures for Reviewing Fiscal Terms: With the above pricebased royalty structure, the PSC Amendment Act has deleted the provision of section
16 of the PSC Act which provides that PSC fiscal terms are subject to review to ensure
that if the price of crude oil at any time exceeds US$20 per barrel, real terms, Nigeria’s
government take in the additional revenue shall be adjusted to such extent that the PSCs
shall be economically beneficial to the country. Noticeably, the PSC Amendment Act
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is silent on how the dynamics of the royalty regime would be applicable in scenarios
where the price of oil is upwards of US$60. It is expected that the royalty rate from the
applied field area would be deducted as the first instance. However, it is unclear if a
graduated royalty deduction would be applicable if, for example, the price of oil is
US$110. No doubt, the applicability of the royalty regime in such instances will be of
immense concern to both NNPC and the IOCs to avoid future disputes. Furthermore,
the lack of certainty around the fiscal outcomes of impending PSC reviews may also be
an additional disincentive for future investments in these assets.

3.6

Poor Tax Administration of PSCs: Tax administration over PSCs usually involves
relatively straightforward activities such as the registration of taxpayers, issuance of tax
assessments and the collection of tax. These functions ought to be easier in the resource
sectors, since the number of taxpayers is typically few, and self-assessment is widely
practised in these sectors. Yet, many countries face considerable difficulties in
performing routine functions, attributable to, among other things: too many taxes with
different filing rules; too many agencies involved; poor resources (in particular, poor
IT systems); limited control over national resource company payments; and confused
accountability. Improving these areas can contribute greatly to better tax administration
efforts.

3.7

Lack of Effective Monitoring of PSC Operations: Effective monitoring of the
operations of the contractors to ensure that the venture is profitable is another challenge
for the government in the PSC arrangement in Nigeria. According to Umarlxv, he noted
that the National Petroleum Investment Management Service (NAPIMS), a unit of
NNPC, who is charged with the responsibility of managing and monitoring the costs of
the petroleum operations had not been effectively carrying out its responsibilities of
monitoring the activities of the operations of the IOCs under the PSC while would
inevitably lead to losses of revenue to the Nigerian Government.

3.8

“Fixed Water Depth” Royalty Regime and Profits of IOCs: The graduating water
depth royalty regime formerly applicable under the Principal Act is a distinctively lower
royalty regime when compared with the fixed water depth royalty regime under the
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Deep Offshore PSC Amendment Act. Under the former graduating water royalty
regime, operators in the deep offshore (areas from 201 meters to 500 meters) pay a
royalty at the rate of 12%. For petroleum operations in areas from 501 meters to 800
meters, the operators pay a rate of 8%; while petroleum operations in areas above 1,000
meters depth do not attract any royalty. In effect, the regime incentivized exploration
activities and investments in the deep offshore, especially in areas with water depths
greater than 1000 meters where most of the deep offshore exploration activities under
PSCs occur.

Under the current fixed water depth royalty regime provided under the Deep Offshore
PSC Amendment Act, all activities in water depths beyond 200 meters now attract a
fixed royalty of 10%. While this is beneficial to the Federal Government, in terms of
the potential increase in revenue from the royalties payable there under, this
introduction will lead to a reduction in the amount of available profits to be shared
between the contractors under the PSC arrangement and NNPC. It also has the potential
impact of altering the revenue projection of operators. This is particularly true for
operators currently undertaking or intending to undertake activities in water depths
beyond 1000 meters, which formerly attracted a 0% royalty rate under the Principal
Act. This notwithstanding, the new royalty regime will be beneficial to operators in
water depths of 201 meters to 500 meters as there will be a 2% reduction in royalty rate
to be paid by these operators.
Also, there is the impact that the “Fixed Water Depth” royalty regime may have on the
multinational oil and gas companies that have divested their interests in their onshore
assets due to the unrest and militancy in the Niger Delta and have moved into deep
offshores to take advantage of the fiscal incentives provided under the Principal Act,
amongst other benefits. The new amendments in the royalty regime will likely be
unfavourable to these companies and will likely adversely increase the cost of their
operations.

3.9

Transfer pricing abuse: The pricing of transactions with affiliates and related parties,
whether in the sale of the resource or the purchase of goods and services is known as
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transfer pricing. This process is a necessary part of global business operations but
involves a complex calculation of prices that cannot always be easily compared against
a reliable benchmark, such as the market price of a good. This creates the opportunity
to significantly misstate taxable income or any other payment based on value, e.g.,
royalties. Large resource investors often use affiliated services in extraction projects
and sell output to affiliated entities, increasing the risk of such misstatements in the
extractive industry. As a result transfer pricing abuse has become a critical issue in the
resource sectors. Tax rules usually require the use of ‘arms-length’ prices, i.e., an
estimate of what the price of the good or service would be as if the transaction had
occurred between non-affiliated sellers and buyers. However, application and
monitoring are very difficult, particularly where the capacity of the tax authority is low.

3.10

Absence of Audit Provisions in the PSC Act: The absence of a suitable audit
provision is a weakness noticed in all the PSCs executed in Nigeria. Audit provision
can be employed to determine the actual cost the contractor can recoverlxvi. Typically,
it is in the PSC contractor’s interest to keep the costs as high as possible to avoid paying
taxes or profits to the governmentlxvii. Quarterman made the following observation
about some of the Nigerian PSC arrangementslxviii:
Nigeria’s PSC system tempts the contractor to engage in
creative accounting to show increased costs and avoid
showing a profit. The state is cognizant of that temptation
and must dig deep, which increases everyone’s costs and
the potential for disagreements between the contractor
and the state. Since the state is not sharing in the losses
of unsuccessful exploration efforts, the contractor’s
appetite for exploration may be suppressed. In the end,
overall government receipts are likely to be lower in such
a scenario because it is impossible to design an
inexpensive administrative process that either finds cost
overruns or provides incentives for contractors to hold
costs down. In the all the models of the Nigerian PSC,
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the provisions on an audit of the accounting records of
the contractor’s operation are simply to the effect that
NNPC has the right to inspect and audit the accounting
records of the contractor. It is not used to determine the
cost incurred in the petroleum operations before it is
recovered. The Audit provision in all the PSCs is
basically the same.

An audit is only as effective as the law it seeks to enforce. Legal loopholes and costs
that are prone to abuse may limit auditors’ ability to protect government revenues. The
lack of regular risk assessment relating to the petroleum sector reflects tax authorities’
limited appreciation of the special characteristics of the industry. Also, it is difficult to
obtain data to benchmark petroleum costs. Reporting requirements are unclear or
incomplete, preventing governments from accessing certain information from
companies. Again, there is a tendency to prioritize auditing only once oil is flowing,
long after the development of the oil field has started. By that time, the government’s
audit rights may have expired and companies’ legal obligation to keep records may
have run out.

3.11

Coronavirus Pandemic and Oil Production Capacity: The upstream oil and gas
activities, which is contractually governed by the PSC has been greatly affected by the
Covid-19 pandemic. Following the recent passage of the PSC Amendment Act, the
gains which were expected under the legislation seem to have been eroded by the
Covid-19 pandemic due to the low price of crude oil in the global market. With the
COVID-19 pandemic wreaking havoc on global markets since mid-March international
oil prices have remained highly volatile, dropping to a 20-year record low price of USD
18 per barrel. The plunge followed a steep reduction in global demand and a price war
between major oil producers, notably Russia and Saudi Arabialxix. Furthermore, like
many oil-producing developing countries which are non-diversified, sector-dependent
economies, with oil contributing the majority of their exports and government revenues,
the current fall in oil prices is limiting the ability of Nigeria to respond to the
multidimensional domestic pressures produced by COVID-19, at a time when more
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money is needed to finance service delivery, mitigate health risks and ease
macroeconomic pressure. The estimated drop in the net income for 2020 was between
50%-85%lxx. A very steep loss of income

4.0

RECOMMENDATIONS

In this paper, we have reviewed and evaluated the provisions of the legislation regulating the
operations of the PSC as well as the legal and institutional challenges that may hamper the
effective implementation of the arrangements. In view of the analysis which has been done in
the preceding sections, we are proposing the following recommendations as the panacea of the
noted challenges:

(A)

Fiscal Stabilization:
Investors have a strong and legitimate interest in a stable and reasonably predictable
fiscal environment. Particularly in countries with histories of political instability,
investors will seek assurances concerning the stability of the fiscal regime. Once the
investment is made it very costly or even impossible to transfer assets to another
jurisdiction. 42 As such, investors need some assurance that governments will not take
advantage of this and change or renege on the terms of the deal between the company
and the government. 43 Since government also have a strong interest in attracting
investment, it is useful to signal their credibility to investors. One way to provide such
assurance is for governments to use stabilization mechanisms. The stability of certain
elements in the fiscal regime may be guaranteed by law for particular periods, but often
investors seek contractual guarantees stabilizing the regime, either as it exists in law or
as provided as part of an investment contract with the government. Many countries,
even low-income countries, will not enter into stabilization clauses as a matter of
principle or because of constitutional or other legal prohibitions. Of course, countries
with a history of stable government and investor protection should, in general, not
require stabilization clauses to build confidence. Further, while stabilization may
appear to offer a strong commitment to building investor confidence, such a
commitment can prove brittle; an inflexible or unresponsive arrangement may not be
robust to changing circumstances and may not, therefore, be credible over time. In
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considering the need for stabilization, it is also important to recognize that investors
have other tools to protect themselves against significant changes. International
investors are usually entitled to non-discriminatory treatment so that they cannot be
singled out. Truly abusive changes may constitute a form of expropriation entitling the
investor to compensation. Moreover, there are other mechanisms such as political risk
insurance to protect against instability. Finally, questions remain as to whether such
clauses are enforceable or if they are indeed effective in attracting investment.
Nevertheless, such contractual assurances are commonly sought by investors and
commonly given by many low-income countries such as Nigeria. While the scope of
stabilization clauses is often simply directly negotiated, it is far better to practice to set
out in statute what investments are entitled to stabilization. This can be done by
specifying the size, nature and perhaps location in the country of resource projects, what
elements may be stabilized and for how long, whether eligible entities are entitled to
stabilization as a right, and if not, who may authorize it. This is usually the minister of
finance together with the line minister. Where stabilization is provided it can take the
form of freezing of certain elements of the fiscal regime as it applies to the investor,
prohibiting any changes over time, or a compensatory arrangement, whereby certain
changes in the regime give the investor the right to seek adjustments or compensation
to restore the economic ‘equilibrium’ between the investor and the state. ‘Frozen-inlaw’ arrangements are disfavored because they are too inflexible to take account of
changing circumstances, in contrast to compensatory arrangements.

(B)

Resolving the Transfer Pricing Issue:
As a first step, the government should require detailed reporting of all affiliate
transactions above a certain minimum value. Such reports should include identification
of the transactions (some aggregation may be permitted), setting out the prices and
providing contemporaneous documentation showing that the basis for determining
individual prices meets the arms-length standard. These reports should be certified by
the chief financial and executive officers of the company. In certain cases, an
independent study confirming that prices are equivalent to arms-length prices may be
required. Managing transfer pricing requires balancing accuracy, or at least
reasonableness, with the ability of all parties to administer and comply with the system.
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Tools for striking this balance include advanced pricing agreements for commodity
sales, recurring charges (e.g. a royalty for technology), or charges above a certain
amount, as well as the tying of transfer prices for commodity sales to public
international commodity price indices.

Confidence in the legitimacy of transfer prices can be improved by limiting payments
on service or management contracts to affiliates by an amount or percentage of gross
revenues (or costs) for most costs to facilitate administration while recognizing actual
costs where reasonable.49 One source of information on the level of such reasonable
management fees is the fees charged within a company to other affiliates for the same
services. For services that a company might self-supply, regulations may also require
that they be supplied by an affiliate or related party at a cost—that is without a profit
mark-up.

(C)

Review of the PSC Terms and Fiscal Structure:
A holistic review of the fiscal provisions for the oil and gas industry is desirable. This
will reduce, if not eliminate, the uncertainty surrounding the delayed passage of the
Petroleum Industry Bill (PIB) –legislation aimed at the wholesale reform of the entire
petroleum industry/sector. The delay has negatively affected the flow of investment in
the oil and gas industry as many projects are being put on hold. Interestingly, the PIB,
which has been outstanding for so many years, also contains the provision for the
computation of royalty based on price; though based on a different threshold.

(D)

Improving Institutional Structures:
In the petroleum and mining sectors, responsibility for fiscal administration is often
shared between the ministry of finance or an independent or quasi-independent revenue
authority (i.e. Federal Inland Revenue Service) and the sector ministry (i.e. NNPC).
The ministry of finance or revenue authority is typically responsible for income tax
administration, while the sector ministry, or in some cases the national resource
company, oversees royalty administration. This division of responsibility is based
partly on the argument that the royalty calculation requires specialized expertise which
is available in the sector ministry but not the finance ministry. For the same reason, the
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sector ministry or national resource (oil) company is charged with administering the
fiscal provisions under production-sharing agreements, i.e., cost oil and profit oil
calculations. Administration of a PSC requires monitoring costs, affiliate transactions,
outputs, and revenues – all of the information required in the typical profits tax. While
there is some apparent logic to this particular division of responsibility, dispersion of
administrative authority inevitably increases the complexity of overall administration,
limits the opportunities for economies of scope in tax administration, and the scope for
errors or even corruption. It also places a premium on the clear definition of roles,
transparency in operations and close inter-agency cooperation. These observations
apply with equal or greater force where national governments have transferred fiscal
responsibilities to subnational levels of government.

(E)

Compulsory Audit of PSC Operations:
It is recommended that the audit provision in the Nigerian PSCs should be reviewed
and properly couched to enable the NNPC to use it in the cost recovery process. Audits
should begin with the first year of activity and not wait until positive taxable income is
declared. Delay increases the difficulty of conducting an audit of initial losses during
the investment period, the size of which will often depend upon payments to affiliates.
Governments should consider following the example of some producing countries in
retaining professional international auditors to audit the returns of their most important
taxpayers until sophisticated domestic capacity is in place. The amounts expended for
such auditors are likely to be a small fraction of the revenue gain. Further, the prospect
of such auditing is likely to make the investor maintain better accounting and controls
in the first instance.

5.0

CONCLUSION

Across the world, the activities of exploration, development, production and marketing of oil
and gas and their associated products are conducted within the framework of host government
laws and commercial contracts. The state government and the oil companies are normally
parties to these agreements. Whilst the investors (i.e. the oil companies) are concerned about
those key contractual and legal issues, the host country is concerned about getting a fair share
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of any revenue that is derived from successful petroleum activities by any investor in the
upstream petroleum sector. Nonetheless, it is difficult determining what is fair, as there is no
universally accepted standard and the level of development together with the needs of each
host country plays a critical role in determining what mechanism works best for such a host
country.Many host countries usually modify their fiscal toolboxes in certain circumstances,
such as level of economic development, need to encourage investments, level of income, level
of hydrocarbons exploitation, oil prices etc., and change. In this regard, Nigeria is no different
as it has now modified the fiscal toolbox of its production sharing contract regime from what
was previously, at best, neutral (as far as government-take is concerned) to a more
progressive/hybrid fiscal model. As noted above, the PSC arrangement offers a better option
for the development of the offshore oil reserves as it relieved the Government incurring any
financial burden that is associated with a joint venture arrangement. It also gives the
Government a degree of control over the operation of the oil companies. The PSC arrangement
offers a great window of opportunity for the exploration of the Nigerian huge petroleum deposit
particularly in the light of the diminishing revenue available to the Government.

On the 4th of November, 2019, President Muhammadu Buhari assented to the Deep Offshore
and Inland Basin Production Sharing Contract (Amendment) Act which accordingly amends
the Deep Offshore and Inland Basin Production Sharing Contract Act of 1999. The Principal
Act was enacted to provide fiscal incentives to encourage contractors to develop the frontier
areas, i.e. the deep offshore and inland basins, under Production Sharing Contracts (PSCs). The
PSC arrangement in Nigeria was adopted to address: (i) the funding constraints encountered
under the Joint Operating Agreement regime; (ii) the high geological risk associated with deep
water and inland basins exploration; (iii) the desire of the Federal Government of Nigeria to
retain title to the oil concession; (iv) the aspiration to increase the nation’s reserve base; and
(v) the need for a suitable agreement structure, which would encourage foreign investment in
the deep offshore area. With the recent amendments, it is hoped that they should encourage
investments and new projects in the deep offshore of the Nigerian oil and gas industry while
also ensuring that the government’s drive to improve revenue generation is also achieved.
While there may be some issues and challenges, we have proffered some suggestions that we
believe that the government may consider implementing fully utilized and derived full benefits
as well as revenues from the present and future PSCs.
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